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THE STRUCTURE OF SOLUTIONS
OF A SEMILINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATION

KUO-SHUNG CHENG AND TAI-CHIA LIN

Abstract. We give a complete classification of solutions of the elliptic equation

Au + K(x)e2u = 0 in R" , n > 3 , for some interesting cases of K .

1. Introduction

In this paper we shall investigate the structure of the set of all entire solutions

of the equation

(1.1) Au + Ke2u = 0

in R", « > 3, where A = £"=, d2/dx2 and K # 0 is a given locally Holder
continuous function on K" . We shall consider mainly two types of solutions:

uc(x) denotes a solution of (1.1) satisfying

(1.2) uc(x) —> c    as \x\ —> oo

and U(x) denotes the "maximal solution"

(1.3) U(x) = sup{u(x)\u is a solution of (1.1)} .

In this paper we shall consider mainly three questions:

(a) When do solutions uc and U exist?

(b) What are the relations between K and U ?
(c) When do we have u = uc or u = U for every solution u of (1.1)?

Equations (1.1) arises from physics and geometry. When « = 3 and K(x) =

1/1 + \x\2, (1.1) is known as Eddington's equation, which was used to model

globular clusters of stars. When « = 2, (1.1) is known as the conformai

Gaussian curvature equation on M2. Let (Af, g) be a Riemannian manifold

of dimension 2 and A be a given function on Af. The following question has

been raised: can we find a new metric gx on M such that A is a Gaussian

curvature of gx and gx is conformai to g (that is, gx = cpg for some positive

function cp on M) ? If we write <p = e2u , then this is equivalent to the problem

of solving the elliptic equation

(1.4) Agu-k + Ke2u = 0
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on Af, where Ag and k are the Laplace-Betrami operator and the Gaussian

curvature on Af in the ^-metric respectively. In case Af is compact, equa-

tion (1.4) has been considered by many authors and we refer the reader to the

monograph by Kazdan [K] for details and references. In case M is complete

and noncompact, the first natural case seems to be Af = R2 and g is the usual

Euclidean metric. In this case, equation (1.4) reduces to equation (1.1) with

« = 2. We refer the reader to Cheng and Ni [CN1] for details and references

about equation (1.1) when « = 2.

The first nonexistence result concerning equation (1.1) seems due to Oleinik

[O]. She proved

Theorem A. Suppose that K < 0 on R" and \K(x)\ > C|x|_p for \x\ large for
some constant p < 2 and sone constant C > 0. Then (1.1) possesses no entire

solution.

The first existence result concerning equation (1.1) seems due to Ni [NI]. He

obtained

Theorem B. Suppose that \K(x)\ < C\xx\~p for \xx\ large and uniformly in x2
for some p > 2, where x = (xx, x2) and xx e Rm , x2e Rn~m , m > 3. Then

(1.1) possesses infinitely many bounded solutions.

Later on, Kusano and Oharu [KO] slightly extended Ni's result. They ob-

tained

Theorem C. Suppose that \K(x)\ < K(\xx\) on R" and /0°° tK(t)dt < oo, where

x = (xx, x2) is as in Theorem B. 77z.?« (1.1) possesses infinitely many bounded

solutions.

For a nonexistence result, Cheng and Lin [CL, Theorem 5.3] improved
Oleinik's result. They proved

Theorem D. Suppose that K < 0 on R" and \K(x)\ > C|x|-2(log|x|)_1 for
\x\ large for some constant C > 0. Then (1.1) possesses no entire solution.

From the results of Theorems C and D, it seems natural to conjecture that if

K < 0 on R" , \K(x)\ > K(\x\) and ¡0°° tK(t)dt = oo, then (1.1) possesses no

entire solution. Interestingly enough, this conjecture is not true. Lin and Cheng

[LC] constructed a solution for equation (1.1) with K = K(\x\) < 0 satisfying

/    tK(t) dt = -oo.
Jo

If we try to investigate the structure of the set of solutions for equation (1.1),

then Theorems B and C are not enough. Thus along this direction, we try first

to find the type of solution uc satisfying (1.2). The following theorem answers

parts of the existence question of the type of solution uc.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that K satisfies one of the following conditions:

(i) |jc| < ATflxl) on R" and /0°° tK(t)dt < oo,

(ii) l^\K(y)\/\y\"-2dy<œ and

M(x)\x\2(g(x))2l("-2) -» 0    as \x\ -» oo,
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where

(1.5) M(x)=      sup     1*001
\y-x\<\*\/2

and

(1.6) *<*)=/ j^|*.
./|y-*|<|jr|/2 IJT

77ien wc? «ave

(a)   There exists a constant c0 G R, such that for every c e (-oo, en], (1.1)

possesses a solution uc satisfying (1.2).

(/?)   7/ /« addition,  K < 0 on R", then for every c e (-oo, oo), (1.1)

possesses a unique solution uc satisfying (1.2).

(y)  /£ /« addition, K > 0 o« R", i«<?« i«(?/-i? ex/5/5 a constant Co e R, such

that for every c e (-oo, c0). (LI) possesses a solution uc satisfying

(1.2) a«d (1.1) po55.?55.?5 «o solution uc satisfying (1.2) for c> c0-
(3)  Let u be a bounded solution of (I.I). Then there exists a constant c e R

such that u — uc, that is, u(x) —► c as \x\ —> oo.

A few words about this long theorem are in order. First of all, we do not

divide R" into Rm x R"-m as in Theorems B and C. But from the proof of

Theorem (1.1) in §3 it is easy to see that some of the results can be formulated

in this form. Next, we note that condition (i) is the same as in Theorem C. But

even in this case, our conclusions are much more clear and complete than that

of Theorem C. Finally, we need to give some explanation about condition (ii).

From a slightly deep inspection of condition (i), it would be very nice if the

condition

(1-7) S3*<co
/

1*001
\y\n-2

could imply the existence of the type of solution uc. Unfortunately, this is
not necessarily true. Our proof can not be carried out if K concentrates on a

sequence of points which tends to infinity. The other condition in (ii),

(1.8) Af(x)|;c|2(s(x))2/("-2> -> 0     as \x\ -* oo,

is a way to prevent such a concentration of K. On the other hand, in condition

(i), since |AT(x)| < A(|.x|), K can concentrate only on a sequence of spheres,

not on a sequence of points. This "spread" of K is enough to guarantee the

existence of solution uc.

Are the solutions of (1.1) all of the type uc ? The answer is in general no.

For some K, there is another type of solution U, the "maximal solution." The

following theorem gives a fairly complete answer to the existence question of

the maximal solution U of (1.1).

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that

(i) K < 0 on R" and there exists a sequence of bounded smooth simply

connected domains {Q,} such that R" = U^i^.>  ■»•*. c 0/+t > and
K <0 on díli, i = 1,2, ... , and

(ii) equation (1.1) possess a solution, say v, on R" .
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Then the function U(x) (the maximal solution) defined by (1.3) is well defined

on R" and is a solution of (I.I) on R" .

In view of Theorem 1.1, the conditions in Theorem 1.2 are quite mild. For

example, if K < 0 on R" and C/\x\p > \K(x)\ > 0 for \x\ large for some
constant p > 2, then condition (i) of Theorem 1.2 holds trivially and condition

(ii) also holds due to Theorem 1.1. Is condition (i) necessary for the existence

of the maximal solution U ? We do not know the answer to this question. But

we conjecture that if K(x) > 0 somewhere or there exists a curve extending to

infinity such that K — 0 on this curve, then the maximal solution U does not

exist.

Since the type of solution uc has nice asymptotic behavior (1.2), we are

inclined to find the asymptotic behavior of the maximal solution U. If we

can find some explicit relations between the functions K and U, then we can

easily obtain the asymptotic behavior of U from that of K. Unfortunately,

we obtain no such explicit relation.

In the following we use the notation "/ ~ g at oo" to denote that "there

exist two positive constants Cx and C2 such that Cxf>g>C2f at oo."

We shall consider the following possible asymptotics for K and U.

A(x)~-|xrp(log|x|)-^     atoo,        p>2,ßeR,

K(x) ~ -|x|-2(log|x|)-^ * at oo,        ß > 1,

K(x) ~ -|jc|_i(log\x\y-k exp[-2(log\x\)p]    at oo,

p > 1,  q eR,  k e R,

A(x)~-|x|Q-"exp(-2|x|a)     atoo,        a>0, peR,

U(x) = ^— log|*| + y log(log |x|) + 0(1)    at oo,

t/(x) = ^-!-log(log|x|) + f9(l)     atoo,

[/(*) = (log |x|y + ^ log |x|

k - 1
+ —2~- log(log|x|) + 0(l)   atoo,

t/(x) = |x|Q + ^-^log|x| + 0(l)     atoo.

The following theorem answers only parts of the question (b) in the beginning

of this section.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose that K < 0 on R" and has one of the asymptotic be-

haviors (1.9), (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12).   77z<?« the maximal solution of U of
(1.1) exists and has the asymptotic behaviors (1.13), (1.14), (1.15) and (1.16)
respectively.

Now we come to the question (c) in the beginning of this section. In other

words, can we classify all the solutions of equation (1.1)? If K(x) > 0 some-

where, then we do not know whether the type of solution uc is unique or not for

a given c and whether the maximal solution U exists or not. Thus if K(x) > 0

(1.9)

(1.10)

(1.11)

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

(1.15)

(1.16)
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somewhere, we are still very far from the complete classification of all solutions

for equation (1.1).
If K < 0 on R" , for some K, we can find other types of solutions besides

the two types uc and U. For example, let K(x) = -2ne~2^ . Let «(x) be

any harmonic function satisfying «(x) < j\x\2 for all x G R" . Let u = h + w .

Then w satisfies

(1.17) Aw + K(x)e2h{x)e2w = 0.

Since K(x)e2h^ satisfies any one of the two conditions in Theorem 1.1, we

conclude that there exists a unique solution wc of (1.17) satisfying wc(x) -» c

as |x| —» oo for every real c. Thus for this K, we have a family of solutions

u = h + wc, cgR.

If K has some symmetry properties, for example, K is radially symmetric,

from the above example, we can not expect that all solutions of (1.1) also have

the same symmetry in general. But if we consider only symmetric solutions,

then maybe we can classify all symmetric solutions.

Suppose now that K < 0 on R" , A is radially symmetric and K has

one of the asymptotics (1.9), (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12). Then from Theorem
1.1, equation (1.1) possesses a unique solution uc satisfying (1.2) for every

c e R. Since K is radially symmetric, uc(Qx) is also a solution of (1.1)

satisfying (1.2), where Q e O(n) is a rotation of R" . From uniqueness, we

have uc(Qx) = uc(x) for any Q e O(n). Hence uc must be also radially

symmetric. Also, from Theorem 1.2, the maximal solution U exists and U is

radially symmetric by the same arguments as above. It is natural to ask: Are

uc and U the only radial solutions for equation (1.1)? The following theorem

answers this question.

Theorem 1.4. Suppose that K < 0 on Rn , K is radially symmetric and K has

one of the asymptotics ( 1.9), ( 1.10), ( 1.11 ) and (1.12). Let u be a radial solution

of equation (1.1). Then either u = uc for some eel or u = U.

Suppose now that K < 0 and K has one of the asymptotics (1.9), (1.10),
(1.11) and (1.12). Then from Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, we know that (1.1)

possesses a unique solution uc satisfying (1.2) for every c e R and that the

maximal solution U also exists and has the asymptotics (1.13), (1.14), (1.15)

and (1.16) respectively. Are uc and U the only solutions for (1.1)? For K

satisfying (1.9) and (1.10), the answer is yes.

Theorem 1.5. Suppose that K < 0 on R" and K has one of the asymptotics

(1.9) and (1.10). Let u be a solution of (1.1). Then either u — uc for some

eel or u = U.

If K decays fast, for example, K(x) = -2«<?-2W , then as we already noted,

equation (1.1) possesses another family of solutions u — h + wc. But we know

that if « is a nonconstant harmonic function on R", then « has no lower

bound. Thus if we only consider solutions which have a lower bound, then

maybe uc and U are again the only solutions. We have

Theorem 1.6. Suppose that K < 0 on R" and K has one of the asymptotics

(1.11) and (1.12). Let u be a solution of (I.I) with a lower bound. Then either

u — uc for some c e R or u = U.
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Finally, we shall consider the case K has compact support. The following

theorem is interesting.

Theorem 1.7. Suppose that K < 0 on R" and K has compact support. Then

we have

(i) For every harmonic function h on R" and every constant eel, (1.1)

po55e55e5 a unique solution satisfying

(1.18) U(X) - h(x) - C —► 0      Û5 |x| —KX).

(ii) Let u be a solution 0/(1.1).  77ze« there exist a harmonic function h

and a constant c such that u satisfies (1.18).

Our main method of proofs is similar to that of Cheng and Ni [CN1, CN2].

For more background material, we refer the reader to Ni [NI, N2].

The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2, we shall sketch the proof

of Theorem 1.2. We do not give a complete proof of Theorem 1.2 here because

it is almost the same as in Cheng and Ni [CN1]. In §3, we shall give a detailed

proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall prove Theorems 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 in §5.
We would like to thank the referee for his constructive suggestion about the

exposition of this paper.

2. Existence of maximal solutions

We refer the reader to Cheng and Ni [CN1] for details of the proof. We only

sketch the proof here.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.2. First we consider the following boundary

value problem

(Au + Ke2u = 0     inQ,,

\ u(x) —> oo as x —► 9Q,.

We use barrier method to prove the existence of a solution u¡ of (2.1) for each

i = 1,2,.... Here the assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.2 are crucial.

By the maximum principle, we prove that {«,} is a monotonically decreasing

sequence of functions. Hence by usual elliptic regularity arguments, we prove

that Ui converges monotonically to a solution U of (1.2) which is the maximal

solution.   Q.E.D.

We also list some important and useful properties of the maximal solutions

here. We refer the reader to Cheng and Ni [CN1] for details of the proofs.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 hold and that K < K <
0 on R" . Let U ( U respectively) be the maximal solution of Au + Ke2u = 0

(Au + Ke2u = 0 respectively) on R" . Then Ü < U.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that K is radially symmetric. Then the maximal solution

U (if exists) is also radially symmetric.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that K < 0 in R" and that U is the maximal solution
of (I.I) on Rn . Let u be an arbitrary solution of (I.I) on R" . Then either

u < U everywhere on R" or u— U on Rn.
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3. Existence of solutions of the type uc

In this section we shall give a detailed proof of Theorem 1.1. We decompose

the proof into several lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that K satisfies the hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1.1. 7"«e«

the function v defined by

K     ' V  '     2{2-n)wnJv \x-y\"-2  y

is well defined on R" and satisfies

(3.2)

and

(3.3)

where

v(x) —> 0    as |x| —> oo

Av(x) = K(x),        xe

n = \      dy.
J\y\<l

Proof. We write

v(x) = Cn[ r-^-2dy + Cn[ r^4-2dy,
'M<2\x\

where Cn = l/n(2 - n)wn . Now

C,
■ i      ÄL*
"J\y\>2w\x-y\n-2^ J\y\>ZW:|x| \y\'

Hence v is well defined on R" . Equation (3.3) is a consequence of (3.1) and

the assumption that K is Holder continuous. Thus it remains to prove (3.2).

Let e > 0 be given. Choose A and Re > 2 A, such that

(3.4)

(3.5)

in—2 1*001I   1*1;
yivi>jv \y\n

dy < e,

(2N)
n-2

i\y\

1*001
|x ln-2 Jv \y\n~2

< e     for Ixl > Re,

(3.6)    \ {^~*'\\-2l\M(x)\x\2g(x)2l^r-2^ <e,

Then for |x| > Re, we have

Ixl > R,.

f^L+.f   +l      +7     +/
J   \X-y\ fy\<\x\/2     -'|Jtc|/2<|jF|<2|JC|      J\y-x\<\x\/2     J\y\>2\x\

\y-x\>\x\/2

= Ix(x) + I2(x) + h(x) + I4(x).
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We now estimate I» , I2, 13 and L .

1*001
l\y\<\x\/2 \x~y\J\y\<\x\r

V7|y|</V     W|<|;c|/2;  '|y-*l
«-2|fC.,M /• Ti-21

7|v|<Af 1*1 ./JV<|j/|<|jc|/2 1*1

<W__/    ^M^+/ !*M^
- W"-2 /w<* M"-2 ̂    Wkw/2 M""2 ̂

<^fj*00l        f     J5Ö0I
- W"-2 Jv IpI"-2       4i>n |y|"-2
< 2e   (from (3.4) and (3.5))

«*) - /
Ly|/2<|>>|<2|*|
\y-x\>\x\/2

1*001
I* -y\"~2

dy

</ ^»*
'kl/2<|rl<2|x|

h>-*|>W/2

*>|/2<|y|<2M   l-K|
|y-x|>|x|/2

<4""2/       !^T* <e    (from (3.4))
J\y\>N \y\

I4(*)=    /
'\y\>2\x\ \x - y

Il\y\>2\x\

"ítíL*
fl-2    ^

<2«-2/    1^4^
4i>2ui M""2 '

<4"~2/       lSSr*<e    (from (3.4)).
J\y\>N \y\

Finally we estimate h(x). The estimate of h(x) is much more involved.

It is here we have to use (1.8). For p e [0, |*|/2], we define the function

n — r\(p) by the following ordinary differential equation

(3.7) {  W  T = ̂  /|Z|=. Bfol*<* + ̂ )l ̂  ,
U(0) = 0.

Here we of course assume that M(x) > 0. If M(x) = 0, then I3 = 0. We

do not have to estimate L(x).

From (1.5), since

— /      dSz = 1,
<VJn J\z\=\nwr,
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we have
n-l

n(p) < p    for 0 < p < -y

Hence we have

(3.8)

Let

(3.9)

Then from (3.7) we have

-(£(*))"=  /      n"-xdn
n Ja

\x\

2 "

e(*) -'(¥)■

(3.10)
=   /        P"-1    — /Jo nwn J\.

1

<

nwnM(x)

1

l=i Af(*)

/ 1*001 #
J\y-x\<\x\/2

\K(x + pz)\dSz dp

<\y-x\<\x\p

n-2

*\x\]      <?(-*)•
nwnM(x) \2

Now we can estimate I.3(x).

4-*l<|. ■■:|*|/2 \y-x\

■1*1/2

¿/>=  /       />""' L2- /      |A(x + />z)|¿A
Jo J\z\=\

= «w„Af(x) /      p2-"n"-x dn   (from (3.7))
Jo

Mx)

< nw„M(x) ndn   (from (3.8))
Jo

= ^„Af(x)(e(x))2

- \ ß)2~4/"<'2'"[M(x)\x\2g(x)2^-2^"~2^

< e   (from (3.6)).

Hence we have

/  JK{^}-2 dy = h(x) + h(x) + h(x) + U(x) < 5«
jr" \y ~ x\

for |*| > Re. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, this proves that

Thus (3.2) is proved.   Q.E.D.
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose that K = K(r) >0on0<r<oo and satisfies /0°° rKdr <

oo. Then the function

(3.11) v  ;     «(2 - «)«;„ U \y - x\"-2

is well defined on R" and satisfies

(3.12) v(x)—>0    as |*| —> oo

a«if

(3.13) Av(x) = A(|x|)     o«R".

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 3.1, the only thing we have to check is

(3.14) I3(x)
= /J y-x\<\.

^zj •#-» 0    as |*|-»oo.
h>-jc|<|;t|/2 \x ~y\

We use spherical coordinates. Let x = |x|zn and y = \y\z, where \z\ = 1

|zo|. Let |j>| = r. Then

I3(*)=  /
J\y-x\y-x\<\x\/2 \x - y\"   '

t\\x\ ,

=   /       r"-xK(r)
7*1/2 Iz|e<D(r) \rz - \x\z0 \n-2

dS7 dr,

where O(r) C {z\ \z\ = 1} . it is not difficult to prove that there exists a constant

C > 0 such that for \y - x\ < |*|/2,

\y - *| = \rz - \x\zq\ > C\\x\z - \x\zq\ = C\x\ \z - zq\

Hence,

C"-2I3(x)<   /      r"-xK(r)
J\x\/2

Í     nr
JzeWr) 1*1

dS7

2\z-zQ\"-2
dr

dSz

Now,

L dSz

i \z-z0\"-2

dS

n-2

-.1 \Z-Zq
n-2

is a finite number and
/»OO

/      rK(r) dr^O
J\x\l2

as x —> oo.

Thus I.3(x) -+ 0 as |*| —> oo .   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that Kx > K2 > 0 on R" and Kx satisfies the hypotheses

in Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the equation Au + Kx e2u = 0 has a solution u
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satisfying u(x) —> c as \x\ —> oo. 77ze« the equation Av + K2e2v = 0 also

possesses a solution v satisfying v(x) —>■ c as \x\ —> oo.

Proof. Since u(x) —> c as |x| —> oo, « is a bounded super harmonic function.

On the other hand, Kx satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 1.1. Hence

/  --^Kx(x)e2uWdx < oo.
Jr" 1*1

From [HK, Theorem 3.20], we have

(3.15) u(x) = c-Cn[ X       Kx(y)e2^dy,
Jw i*   y\

where C„ = l/«(2 - n)w„ . Let uo = c and

(3.16) um+x=c-Cn [  ,      l       Kx(y)e2u^dy,       m = 0, 1, 2, ... .
Jr" I*    "I

Then it is easy to see that

(3.17) um+x>umonRn,        m = 0,1,2,...,

and

(3.18) um<uonRn,        «2 = 0,1,2,....

Now let v0 = c and

vm+x=c-Cnf  ,      \.2K2(y)e2v^ dy,        m = 0,1,2,....
Ji« i* — yi

From the assumption Kx > K2 > 0 on R" , we have

«m > «ffl on 1"     for all m = 0, 1, 2, ... .

and

fjm+i>t)monR",        «2 = 0,1,2,....

Hence {vm) is a monotonically increasing sequence of functions which is

bounded by u on R" . Hence {vm} converges to a function v on R" and

v satisfies

(3.19) v(x) = c-Cnf \       K2(y)e2^dy.
Jr" i* — y\

This proves that v is a solution of the equation Au + K2e2v = 0 on R" and

v(x) -* c as |x| —► oo .   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.4. Let

v(r) = y-x2log(l+ar2),        r>0.

Then v satisfies

(3.20) v"(r) + rLzlv'(r) + K(r)e2v = 0,

where K(r) = e~2ya[(n - 2) + 2(1 + ar2)~x].

Proof. Direct calculation yields the lemma.   Q.E.D.
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Lemma 3.5. Suppose that K > 0 on Rn and that (1.1) has a solution uq with

Wo(*) -* Co <25 |*| —> oo, for some en G R. Then for every c < Co, (I.I) possesses

a solution with u(x) -* c as |x| —> oo.

Proof. Uo is a superharmonic function with Uo(x) —> Cq as |x| -> oo. By the

maximum principle, Uo(x) > Cn for all x G R" . Let e < en, U-(x) = c and

u+(x) = Uo(x) - (co - e). Then

Au+ + Ae2u+ = Au0 + Ae2("°-Co)+2c

= _ Ke2u° + Ke2u°~2(c°~c^

= Ke2u°(-l+e-2{c°-c))<0,

and
Au-+Ke2u- =Ke2c >0.

Hence u+ and w_ are respectively a supersolution and subsolution of ( 1.1 )

satisfying u+ > U- on R" . Hence there exists a solution u of (1.1) satisfying

u+ > u > U- on R" . Since u+(x) —> c and «_(*) —» c as |x| —► oo, we

conclude that u(x) -* c as |*| -+ oo .   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose that K > 0 on R" and that (1.1) possesses a solution u

with «(*) —* c as |*| -> oo. 77ze« there exists a constant Co, depending only on

K, such that c < en.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that K(0) > 0. Since K is locally

Holder continuous, there exist constants e > 0 and 3 > 0 such that

(3.21) A(x)>e    for |*| < 5.

Now choose a0 > 0 and n > 0 such that

(3.22) Ka(r) = «[(« - 2) + 2(1 + or2)"1] < e

for all a>ao and r e [0, 3]. Let

(3.23) e~2ï-a=n,        a>a0.

Consider the following ordinary differential equation

' u" + ^-u'+ Ka(r)e2u = 0,       0<r<3,

(3.24) ¡  M» + ZLriM' = o, 3<r<oo,

wM(0) = y,     w'(0) = 0, a>a0.

From Lemma 3.4, the solution ua of (3.24) is

' y--,:log(l +<*r2)     for0<r<3,

(3.25) ua(r) = ¡ y-^i0è(i+a32)-1^2a3n(l+a32)-x(32-n-r2-")

for 3 < r < oo.

Hence

(3.26) wa(oo) = lim ua(r) = y~l log(l + a32)-l-^a32(l + a32)~x .
r-»oo 2 n — 2

Using (3.23), we have

(3.27) Ma(oo) = X- log (-\ - X- log(l + a32) - ^a<52(l + a32)~x .
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Let

Co = max I ao, sup ua(oo)
(. a>a0

Then from Lemma 3.3, we conclude that c < cn.   Q.E.D.

Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. First we shall prove that there exists a function v satis-

fying

(3.28) Av = \K\     on R" ,

(3.29) v(x)->0    as|x|->oo.

But from Lemma 3.1, the existence of v is assured if K satisfies the hypothèse

(ii). Thus it remains to prove (3.28) and (3.29) if K satisfies the hypothèse

(i). But from Lemma 3.2, there exists a function v , such that, Av(x) = A(|*|)

and v(x) —> 0 as |x| —» oo. From the maximum principle, v(x) < 0 for all

reR". Thus

Av(x) - \K(x)\ = K(\x\) - \K(x)\ > 0.

Hence v and 0 are respectively a subsolution and a supersolution of (3.28).

Thus there exists a function v satisfying (3.28) and (3.29). Thus under the

hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, we can find a function v satisfying (3.28) and

(3.29). By the maximum principle, v(x) < 0 on R" . Let

Cn = inf v(x).
xeR"

For c G (-oo, Co], let u+ = -v + c and u- = ßv + c, ß >e2c. Then we have

Au+ + Ke2u+ = - Av + Ke~2v+2c = -|*l + Ke~2ve2c

< |A|[-l+e2(c-Co)]<0

and

Au- + Ke2"- = ß\K\ + Ke2ce2ßv > ß\K\ - \K\e2ce2ßv

>\K\(ß-e2c)>0.

Since u+ > U- , u+(x) —> c as |*| —>• oo and w_(x) —» c as |*| —» oo, we

conclude that there exists a solution uc of (1.1) satisfying u+ > uc > u- and

hence uc(x) —» c as |x| —► oo. This proves (a).

Now suppose that in addition K < 0 on R" . Then as above, there exists a

function v satisfying

(3.30) Av = -K,    v<0    onR".

and

(3.31) v(x)-*0    as |*| -> oo.

Let e G (-oo, oo) be a given number. Let «+(*) = c and «-(*) = av + c with

a > e2c. Then u+ > U- on R" and

Au+ + Ke2u+ = Ke2c < 0,

Au- + Ke2u- = a(-K) + Ke2av+2c > (-K)(a - e2c) > 0.
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Thus there exists a solution uc of (1.1) satisfying u+ >uc> w_ and uc(x) -> c

as |*| —> oo . We shall leave the proof of uniqueness of uc to a general theorem

in §4. This proves (ß).

Suppose now that K > 0 on W . Then from part (a), there exists a con-

stant cx, such that, for every e G (-oo, cx], (1.1) possesses a solution uc with

uc(x) —► c as |*| —► oo . Let

A = {c\ (1.1) possesses a solution uc with uc(x) -* c as |x| —» oo }.

Then (-oo, cx] c A. From Lemma 3.6, A is bounded from above. Let Cn =

sup .4 . Then from Lemma 3.5, we have A = (-oo, Co] or A = (-oo, Cn). This

proves (y).

Finally let u be a bounded solution of (1.1). As in the beginning of this

proof, there exists a function v satisfying Av = -Ke2u on R" and v(x) —> 0

as |*| —> oo. Let it; = M — î; . We have Aw = 0. Hence w is a bounded

harmonic function on R" . Hence w = constant = c for some eel. This

proves (3).   Q.E.D.

4. Proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4

In this section we shall prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. But first we give a

uniqueness theorem as promised in the proof of Theorem 1.1(/?) in §3.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that K < 0 on R". Let u and v be two solutions of

(1.1) satisfying \u(x) - v(x)\ -*■ 0 as |*| —> oo. Then u = v on R" .

Proof. Let w = (u - v)2. Then

Aw = 2D(u - v) • D(u -v) + 2(u - v)(Au - Av)

>2(u-v)(-K)(e2u-e2v)>0.

Thus w is a nonnegative subharmonic function on R" satisfying w(x) —> 0
as |x| —♦ oo. Hence w = 0 on R" .    Q.E.D.

Now we prove Theorem 1.3 first.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose that K satisfies equation (1.9). Then we can

find Kx = Ai(|x|) such that K(x) < Kx(\x\) < 0 for all * G R" and Kx(r) =

-Cxr~p(logr)~P for r > R0 for some large i?n. Let Ux be the maximal

solution of Au + Kxe2u = 0 on R". Then from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, Ux

exists and U < Ux on R" from Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, Ux is a radial

function from Theorem 2.2.

So now let

Ux(r) = w(r) + ~- logr+ ^-loglogr    for r >R0.

Then w satisfies

(4.1)

//    n-l   .
w" H-w

= Cxr
-2 c-X,'(p-2)(n-2)  |  ß(n-2)

21ogr       2(logr)

We can choose Rq so large that

,4.2)       Ci,MM4^     í    ,Cj>0i
2 2 logr      2(logr)2
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for r > Ro for some constants C2 and C3. Let wx = jlog(C2/Cx). We shall

prove that there exists a constant Rx > Ro, such that, w(r) < wx + 1 for all

r > Rx. Suppose that this is not true. Then either (a) w(r) > wx + 1 and
w'(r) < 0 for all r> R0 or (b) there exists R2 > Ro such that w(R2) >wx + l

and w'(R2) > 0. If (a) holds, then from (4.1), we have

(r"-xw'(r))' > Çir"-X[e2{w<+X) -e2w'].

Hence we have

r"-xw'(r) > R^-xw'(Ro) + Cx[e2uh(e2 - 1)]—^(r"-2 - R^2).

Thus
w'(r)>C4r~x + 0(l)r-("-X)

for some c4 > 0. This contradicts to the fact that w'(r) < 0 for all r > R0.

Hence (a) does not hold.
Suppose that (b) holds.   Then for r > R2 and (r - R2) small, we have

w(r) >wx + j and hence

(r"-xw'(r))' > Cir"-3[e2(«"+i) - e2""] = C5r"-3 > 0

Hence

w'(r) > w'(R2)Rn2-xr-(n-X) + C6(rn~2 - f?!T>~('!~1) > 0.

This proves that w'(r) > 0 for r > R2 and (r - R2) small. Hence w'(r) > 0

for all r > R2 and w(r) > wx + 1 for all r > R2. From (4.1), we have

(4.3)
w" + ^—^-w' > %2w ,        r>R2,

r ~ r2

w(R2)>wx + l,    w'(R2)>0.

From Cheng and Lin [CL], (4.3) possesses no solution w on [R2, 00). Hence

(b) does not hold also. Thus w(r) < wx + 1 for r large. This proves that

(4.4) U(x) < Ux(\x\) < ^^log|x| + ^loglog|x| + C

for |x| large for some C.

Now let

U2(r) = ^ log(l + r2) + I loglog(a + r2)-b,

where a and b are two positive constants to be determined later.    t/2(|x|)

satisfies

(4.5) AU2 + K2e2u> = 0    on R" ,

where K2(r) = -F(r)G(r) and

F(r) = (l+ r2)-(»-2)'2[log(a + r2)]~^e2b,

CÍA = ÍP-2« + («-2)r2 \(n + (n-2)r2)log(a + r2)-2r2] \

{>     \    2       (l+r2)2     +P[        (a + r2)2(log(a + r2))2        J / "
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It is easy to see that K2(r) ~ -r~p(logr)~P at oo . We choose a so large that

K2(r) < 0 for all r > 0 and then choose b so large that A2(|x|) < K(x) for

all x G R" . From Theorem 2.1, U2(\x\) < U(x). Thus

(4.6) P-^- log|*| + £ loglog|*| - C < U2(x) < U(x)

for |*| large for some C.

Combing (4.4) and (4.6) we prove (1.13).
Now suppose that K satisfies (1.10). We shall prove that U satisfies (1.14).

Since the method of the proof is similar to that of ( 1.13), we shall only indicate

the corresponding choices of Kx, Ux , K2, U2. We can choose

Kx(r) = -Cxr~2(logr)~ß ,      for |*| large.

Then

U(x) < (7,(1*1) < £Z-Lloglog(|*|) + C

for |*| large. We choose

U2(r) = ?-^- loglog(tf + r2)-b,
ß - ! i- , ^

K2(r) = -(ß-l)(a + r2)~x (log(a + r2)yh2b

\na + (n- 2)r2 2r2

r2)\-\       a + r2 (a + r2) log(a +

We can choose a so large that K2(r) < 0 for all r > 0 and choose b so large

that K2(\x\) < K(x) for all * G R" . Then

^-^loglog|x| - C < U2(\x\) < U(x)     for |x| large.

This proves (1.14). Suppose now that K satisfies (1.11). We choose

Kx(r) = -Cxr-"(logr)P-ke-2{Xo&r)P     for r large.

Then
O /I

U(x) < Ux(\x\) < (log|*|)" + -?-=- log|*| + ^- loglog|*| + C

for |*| large. We choose

ar2 + brp+x + c - d    for r<R0,

1  (logr)" + ^log/-+^loglogr-^     if r>R0,

where Ro is properly chosen, a , è, c, are chosen so that U2 is a C2-function

on (0, oo). Now f/2(|*|) satisfies AU2 + K2e2Ul = 0, where K2 is a negative

function which can be calculated. Choose the constant d so that A2(|*|) <

K(x) on R" . Thus U2(\x\) < U(x). This proves (1.15).
Finally suppose that K satisfies equation (1.12). Then we choose Kx(r) =

-C\ra~pe~2ra for r large. Then

U(\x\)< t/i(|x|)<|x|a + ^-^log|x| + C    for |x| large.
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Let
_ / arl + bra+2 + c~d    ttr<R0,

2 \ra + ^logr-d    if r>R0,

where a , b, e, are chosen such that U2 is a C2-functions on [0, oo). Then

C/2(|x|) satisfies AU2 + K2e2Ü2 = 0 for some negative function K2. Choose d

so large that K2(\x\) < K(x) V* G R". Then t72(|*|) < U(x). This proves

(1.16).   Q.E.D.

Next we prove Theorem 1.4.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let u = u(r) be a radial solution of (1.1). Then u

satisfies

(4.7) u(r) = u(0) + 7^[s[l-^)n-2 [-K(s)]e2u^ ds.

Let U be the maximal solution of (1.1). Then U = U(r) satisfies

„ ."-21

'0
(4.8) t-w-»m+ji^r, [•-(£) [-K(s)]e2U^ ds.

It is easy to see that u(0) < U(0). If u(0) = U(0), then u = U on Rn by
the uniqueness of ordinary differential equation satisfied by u. Suppose that

u(0) < 17(0). Then u(r) < U(r) and we have from (4.7) and (4.8)

1u(r) < 22(0) + —l— [
n -1 Jo

= 22(0) + U(r) - U(Q).

Hence again from (4.7) and (4.8) we have

. n-2

(i)

n-2
[-K(s)]e2U{s) ds

u(r) < u(0) +

(4.9)
M-Ï-®si

to    L       ^r

= 22(0) + e-2(u(°)-"(°))[t/(r) - i/(0)]

<O(l) + e-2m0)-u{0))U(r).

[-A(5)]e2t/(l)_2(c/(0)""(0)) ds

From Theorem 1.3, we know the asymptotic behaviors of these ¡7's. Thus from

(4.9), we can show that

/»OO

/    s[-K(s)]e2u{s) ds < oo.
Jo

From (4.7), we have u(r) —► c as r —> oo for some c. From Theorem 4.1, we

conclude that u = uc for some c.   Q.E.D.

5. Classification of solutions

In this section we shall prove Theorems 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let u be a solution of (1.1). Suppose that u ^ U on
R" . Then from Theorem 2.3, u < U on R" . Let w = U-u . Then w satisfies

(5.1) Aw - d(x)w = 0,
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where

(5.2)

for |*|

{*GR

(5.3)

d(x) = - K(x)
,2U(x) ,2u(x)

<

U(x) - u(x)

K(x) • 2e2u{x) < C\x\~2

large. Let \y\ = R and R be large. Consider (5.1) in the ball BR/2(y) =
'| |x - y | < R/2] . Using the Harnack inequality [GT, p. 199], we have

sup    w(x) < C    inf    w(x)
x€Bm(y) x€BRß(y)

where C is a constant independent of R. Thus there exists a constant C > 1

such that

(5.4) sup w(x) < C inf w(x)
\x\=r \x\=r

for r large.
Now suppose that w > 0 is bounded. We have

(5.5) Aw(x) = -K(x)[e2U{x)

Let Af be a bound of w . Then

-*(*)'

,2u(x)
\e2U(x) _ e2u(x)-\

-K(x)[—    -4-   -V
w¿

e2U _ e2u

W¿
K(x)e 2«

,2w - 1

W¿

> K{x)e2(V(x)-M)

> C[-K(x)]e2U{x)

for some constant C > 0. Thus

(5.6) Au; > C[-K(x)]e2U(x)w2    on

,2lD -1

W¿

Since -K(x)e2UW ~ * -2
(log |*|)  x at oo , we conclude from [CL] that (5.6)

does not possess any solution on R" . Hence w is unbounded. Let {xm} be

a sequence such that |*m| —> oo as m —> oo and w(x) —► oo as «2 —► 00.

From (5.4), we conclude that inf|X|=|Xm| w(x) —» 00 . Let w(r) be the spherical

mean of w on \x\ = r. Then since w is a subharmonic function on Rn , w

is a convex function of r2~n . Hence we conclude that w(r) ->oo as r —> 00.

Again from (5.4), we conclude that w(x) —»00 as |*| -> 00 .

Now w satisfies Aw = -K[e2u - e2u]. Hence w(r) satisfies

(5.7)      w" + ?—^-w' = -K[e2u - e2"] = -Ke2u[l - e~2w] > C[-Ke2u],

where "—" means the spherical average on |*| = r.
From the assumptions of K and the asymptotic behaviors of U, we have

-Ke2U > Cr~2 or -Ke2u > Cr_2(logr)_1 for r large. Hence we conclude

that w(r) > Clogr or w(r) > Cloglogr for r large. By (5.4) again, we

have w(x) > Clog|*| or w(x) > Cloglog|*| for |*| large. Thus u(x) <

U(x) - Clog|*| or 22|*| < U\x\ - Cloglog|*| for |*| large. Thus

/
JR

-K(y)
■ 2u(y)

r- \y\
n-2

dy < 00.
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From [HK], u is bounded and hence by Theorem 1.1(3), u = uc for some

c G R.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let 22 be a solution of (1.1) with a lower bound (-Af).

Let v = 22 + M + 1. Then v > 1 and satisfies

Av= - K(x)e2u = [-K(x)]e-2(M+x)e2v

p2v

= [-A(*)]e-2<M+1)—v = d(x)v,

where d(x) = [-K(x)]e-2^M+X)e2v/v. For |*| large, if 1 < v(x) < \U(x),

then

d(x)<[-K(x)]e-2^+x^e-r-<^.

If v(x)> ±£/(*), then

Thus as in the proof of (5.4), we conclude that

(5.8) sup v(x) < C inf v(x)
\x\=r \x\=r

for r large for some constant C > 1.

Now suppose that u is bounded also from above. Then from Theorem

l.l(/0 , (3), u = uc for some c G R. If u is not bounded from above, then

there exists a sequence {*m} such that |*m| ->oo as «2 —> 00 and u(xm) —> 00

as m —► 00. Hence v(*m) -» 00 . From (5.8) and the same arguments as in the
proof of Theorem 1.5, we conclude that lim|JC|_O0 v(x) = 00. Hence u(x) -* 00

as |*| -»• 00.

Let K2 = K2(r) be a function such that A2(|*|) < K(x) for all * e Rn and

1*2(1*1)1 ~ |*(*)| for |*| large. Let vc(r) and V(r) be the solution of

(5.9) v" + ^—^-v' + K2(r)e2v = 0

satisfying vc(r) —> c as r —► 00 and uc(r) —> K(r) as c —> 00. From Theorem

1.4, these are the radial solutions of Av + K2e2v = 0 on R" .

Now by the maximum principle, it is easy to see that vc(\x\) < u(x), x e R" .

Hence V(\x\) < u(x), x e R" . This proves that «(*) > £/(*) - C, * G R" , for
some C. As in the proof of Theorem 1.5, we conclude that u = U .   Q.E.D.

Finally, we give the proof of Theorem 1.7.

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let « be a harmonic function on R" . Consider the

problem

(5.10) Aw + (Ke2h)e2w = 0    on R" .

From Theorem l.l(yS), (5.10) possesses a unique solution wc with wc(x) —> c

as |*| —» 00 for every c. Hence u = h + wc is the unique solution satisfying

(1.18). This proves (i).
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Now let 22 be a solution of (1.1). Then since K < 0 and K has compact

support, u is a subharmonic function such that

From [HK], we conclude that there exist a harmonic function « and a constant

c such that (1.18) holds. This proves (ii).   Q.E.D.
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